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ABSTRACT

Biogenetic structural theory is summarized so that its more salient concepts may be used to explain aspects of ritual.  A principal function of the human brain is the constitution of a world of experience.  This world of experience is shown to be partially isomorphic with reality and is understood as thoroughly symbolic in its processing.  Ritual is discussed as a form of technology which is used to control perception, and thus the penetration of symbols to their meaning.  Ritual is thus an integral part of the human epistemic process, and one important mechanism for regulating the relationship between the world of experience and the essentially transcendental nature of the being and the world.




I like to think of ritual essentially as performance, enactment, not primarily as rules or rubrics.  The rules "frame" the ritual process, but the ritual process transcends its frame.  A river needs banks or it will be a dangerous flood, but banks without a river epitomize aridity.

				Victor Turner, From Ritual to Theatre



INTRODUCTION
	Over the years a group of us has developed a body of theory we call biogenetic structuralism.  This body of theory is quite complex in that it forms a synthesis of neurobiological, anthropological and phenomenological material in such a way as to integrate what are otherwise apparently disparate approaches to human nature.  And, as this perspective has resulted in a useful explanation of human ritual and symbolic behavior, areas of study attracting a great deal of current interest (Grimes 1985, Turner 1982, Fernandez 1986, Noll 1985), we would like to summarize its highlights so that those readers wishing to apply the theory to these studies may have access to it in summary form.
THE COGNIZED ENVIRONMENT	
	From our point of view, ritual behavior is intricately coupled with the processes by which the human brain constitutes a world of experience, and communicates knowledge about that world in symbolic ways.  Both experience and knowledge are produced by organizations of cells within the nervous system.  Biogenetic structuralism conceives of the human being as an organism, and thus as a community of cells.  The trillions of cells comprising the being are organized into various organs and other structures that function to maintain their own integrity and that of the being as a whole.  The nervous system is a sub-community of cells that has evolved to facilitate the communication between different body structures, regulation of these structures, and the internal depiction of the being and its environment (Klopf 1982, Young 1978, Varela 1979).  The latter function is primarily the job of the evolutionarily most advanced parts of the nervous system (Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974, Jerison 1985, MacLean 1973).  	The principal function of the human nervous system at the level of the cerebral cortexThe cortex is the phylogenetically newest part of the nervous system and forms a corrugated layer of tissue on the top of the brain.  It is also the last part of the brain to develop during the life course.  We agree with Doty (1975) that conscious processing is largely a cortical function in adults. is the construction of a vast network of modelsWhen we speak of a model, we do not refer either to an ideal type or a description of a theory.  A model is an actual organization of tissue the function of which is to constitute some aspect or aspects of the world before the mind. of the world.  Models are comprised of the organization taken by constituent cells and their patterns of interaction (Pribram 1971), and this form expressed as activity is "information" -- literally that which results from the cells' in-forming (see Varela 1979, Young 1987: 27).  We call this entire structure of models an individual's cognized environment.We borrowed the concepts of cognized and operational environments from Rappaport (1968), but have changed their meaning substantially from his usage.  For further elaboration of these concepts, see Laughlin and Brady (1978: 6), d'Aquili et al. (1979: 12ff), Rubinstein et al. (1984: 21ff), and Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili (1990).  This term contrasts with an individual's operational environment which is the real nature of that individual as an organism and that individual's world as an ecosystem.  Both the organism (or species) develops (or evolves) and the outer operational environment unfolds and develops.  This co-evolutionary view is as fundamental to biogenetic structuralism, as it has been for similar theories.See Varela 1979 on "structural coupling," Piaget 1985 on "adequation," Bateson 1979 on "co-evolution," and van der Hammen 1988 on a structuralist account of evolution for consonant views on the co-evolution of the organism and its environment.  
	The cognized environment emerges as a developmentally maturing structure during the course of life -- especially early life (see Laughlin 1985, 1989a) -- by means of the growth and interconnection"Entrainment" is the technical term in neurophysiology that we use in our more technical work, and that means the linking of neural systems into larger configurations by way of dendritic-axonic-endocrinological interconnections.  Entrainments may be momentary or enduring.  A change in a pattern of entrainment is termed re-entrainment.  In this account we will speak of "connection" and "interconnection" in this sense. of networks of cells that become active in development, that grow, and that become progressively stratified into more complex and hierarchical organizations (Bruner 1974).  The prime function of the cognized environment is the adaptation of the individual to its operational environment (Piaget 1971, 1985), which is to say to actual transformations in itself and its world.  
The Transcendental and the Zone of Uncertainty.
	The emphasis upon adaptation is important, for we make the fundamental assumption that the operational environment is transcendental relative to the capacity of any individual or group to comprehend it.  The cognized environment is never more than a model, a point of view, a system of knowledge about the operational environment.  There is always more to know about the operational environment, or any aspect of it, than can be known.  The operational environment may be modeled in an adaptively usefulA more accurate term is "isomorphic."  We have given a technical definition of "adaptive isomorphism" in d'Aquili et al. (1979: 17).  The term implies that models are partially isomorphic to at least the extent required for survival.  "Isomorphic" means that the elements and relations comprising the model are not the same as those of the noumenon being modeled.  And just as there is more to a real airplane than there is to a model airplane, so too is there "transcendentally" more to the noumenon than there is to the model -- unless, of course, it is the network comprising the model that is itself the noumenon. way -- and this is precisely the function of the higher neural processes of the human brain -- but there always exists a set of boundaries to knowledge, a zone of uncertainty Edmund Husserl's (1931) term for this is "horizon."  (d'Aquili et al. 1979: 40, 171) formed by the limits to spatial discernment and discrimination, and to comprehension of temporal and causal relations.  The zone of uncertainty is the directly experienceable boundary between the transcendental nature of the being and the world, and the limits of an individual's understanding (see Elster 1984: Chapter 4).  

The Rule of Minimal Inclusion.
	Because the true nature of the operational environment is transcendental, and because all forms of knowledge -- all theories, models, conceptions, images and points of view -- are partial, incomplete and (however useful and adaptive) distortions of the true nature of things, biogenetic structuralism has embraced a methodological discipline it has called the "rule of minimal inclusion" (see Rubinstein, Laughlin and McManus 1984: 93):  Any explanation of a living system (including its behavior, perception, cognition or experience) must take into account any and all levels of organization efficiently present (or "co-producing"; see Ackoff and Emery 1972) in that system and the interaction between that system and its environment.  
	It is the exercise of this rule in approaching a study and explanation of any particular phenomenon that produces the most robust form of theory.  In the case of biogenetic structuralism, this robustness has taken the form of a perspective that can handle the incorporation of: (1) introspective knowledge derived from the direct experience of consciousness, (2) observations of behavior and vicarious reports of experience, and (3) the neurobiological data pertaining to the structures mediating that behavior and experience.
Neurognosis.
   	The neural networks comprising the cognized environment have their developmental origin in initial neurognosticThe concept of neurognosis is complex and refers to the essential genetic component producing universal patterns of activity within the nervous system, and the experiential and behavioral concomitants of that activity; see Laughlin and d'Aquili (1974: Chapter 5), Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili (1990: Chapter 2) and d'Aquili et al. (1979: 8ff). structures that are usually present before, at, or just after birth, and the organization of which is largely determined genetically.  For example, psychophysiological research has shown that newborns are already neurognostically prepared to process speech sounds in syllabic "chunks" similar to adult speech perception (Busnel and Granier-Deferre 1983), to perceive and explore physical objects (especially the edges of objects; Streri and Spelke 1988), to mimic facial expressions (Meltzoff and Moore 1983), and to categorize invariant qualities of perceptual objects (Wilson in Harnad 1987).  
	The developmental selection and reorganization of these inherent structures is neurognostically regulated as well; that is, the course of much of development is genetically charted (e.g., Turkewitz and Kenny 1982).  Development of neural models involves a great deal of selectivity among alternative interconnections (Changeux 1985, Edelman 1987, Varela 1979, Purves 1988).  Some potential organizations deteriorate, others become active, and still others remain relatively latent and undeveloped.  This selectivity is one reason why there is such remarkable (but never unlimited; see Will and Eclancher 1984) plasticity in cognitive adaptation to the transcendental nature of the being and the world.  For example, severe damage to the left cerebral hemisphere may result in the right hemisphere taking over some language functions if the damage is sustained early in infancy.  
	And, there is a great deal of evidence that the relative richness or poverty of the outer operational environment has a determinant effect upon the complexity and growth of neural networks in ontogenesis (Renner and Rosenzweig 1987, Diamond 1988).  With conceptual systems theory (Schroder, Driver and Streufert 1967), we have argued that there is a range of optimality of operational environmental stimulation for each and every stage in human neurocognitive development.  Within this range there will be suboptimal, optimal and superoptimal environmental press which will be experienced as uninteresting, interesting and stressful, respectively.  Maurer and Maurer (1988) have indicated that when the environment becomes too stimulating, an infant simply goes to sleep.
Intentionality.
	The ongoing, moment-by-moment activity of the cognized environment is essentially intentional in organization; that is, neural networks tend to organize themselves about a phenomenal object (Mohanty 1972, Searle 1983).  The phenomenal object is also produced by a neural network and is, for the moment, the central focus of cognitive, affective, metabolic and behavioral operations for the organism (Neisser 1976: 20ff).  Intentionality derives from a characteristic dialogue between the prefrontal cortex (Fuster 1980, Stuss and Benson 1986) and the sensory cortex of the human brain (Laughlin 1986, 1988b, 1988c, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990: Chapter 4).  Subsidiary structures incorporated during the course of the dialogue between prefrontal and sensory processes may be located over a wide expanse of cortical (e.g., parietal visual attention structures, right hemisphere imaginal structures, left hemisphere language processing structures), subcortical (e.g., hippocampal recognition structures, brainstem arousal structures, limbic emotional structures), endocrinal (e.g., hypothalamic and pituitary structures), and immunological (e.g., lymphatic system, liver) areas. 
	ExperienceWe mean by experience "that which arises before the subject" in consciousness (see Dilthey 1976, Husserl 1977).  This includes perception, thought, imagination, intuition, affect, action and sensation. occurs as a function of this intentional dialogue and primarily involves the construction of a phenomenal world within the sensory system, the latter being a field of neural activity that arises and dissolves in temporally sequential epochs and that is coordinated with cognitive processes that associate meaning and form in a (more or less) unitary frame (Laughlin 1988c).  A point to emphasize here is that both the sensory and the cognitive-intentional aspects of experience are active (never static!) products of neurological functioning, and are exquisitely ordered in the service of abstract pattern recognition, both in moment-by-moment adult experience (Gibson 1969), and in development from the earliest periods of pre- and perinatal consciousness (Chamberlain in Verny 1987).  
	The total field of experience arising each moment is produced by what we call the conscious network, a continuously changing field of neural connections that may include any particular network one moment and exclude it the next (Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990).  Conscious network at any given moment is never comprised of all the potentially available  networks, and there are vast fields of neural networks subconsciously active within the being and that are never connected to conscious network.  Moreover, conscious experience is not a simple function that may be located in one place in the brain -- say in the hippocampus or in the frontal lobes.  Rather it is a complex of functions of a constantly shifting field of networks located over a wide area of cortical and subcortical tissue.
The Empirical Modification Cycle.
	The cognized environment is thus conceived as an "autopoieic" structure (Maturana and Varela 1980, Varela 1979): an autonomous, self-constructing, self-regulating system one function of which is to make possible the adaptation of the organism to its ever unfolding operational environment, and another function of which is to maintain the unitary continuity of the organism.  The action (motor) component of the cognized environment operates to control what arises within experience so as to fulfill anticipated events within internally generated limits, a feedforward process we have termed the empirical modification cycle, or EMC (Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974: 84ff; see also Pribram 1971, Neisser 1976, Arbib 1972, Powers 1973, Gray 1982, and Varela 1979 for consonant views).  This feedforward process that anticipates sensory fulfillment is required for learning, and for transformation of models confronting the changing and ultimately incomprehensible complexity of an essentially transcendental world.  Perhaps just as important, an understanding of this process is required in theory to bridge from the cognitive structure to the world in order to avoid mind-body dualism, and its conceptual concomitants, culture-nature dualism and empiricism vs. idealism (see Bourdieu 1977: 78ff for his very relevant concept of "habitus").
	The action phase of the EMC of higher animals is often extended physically via technology (Beck 1980) to control the perceived world in order to give rise to experienced events that match those anticipated by cognitive structures.  The easiest and most primitive way the organism accomplishes this control is by body movement and locomotion -- sensory organs or the entire body may be moved in space.  The world may also be technologically manipulated so that experience "opens up" to the senses and some previously hidden aspects of the operational environment are revealed -- the bird coaxes a grub from under the tree bark; the chimpanzee fishes for termites.  Human beings will likewise move their sensory organs and bodies in space (see Devine 1985 on the varieties of human locomotion), and are able to behaviorally transform their operational environments (both their inner being and their outer world) far more handily and with far more complexity than other animals.  They are thus able to better control sensory events so that they appear to take a form expected by cognitive processes; e.g., humans look for pathogens under a microscope.  This capacity to move in and transform the

 world so that external sensing produces anticipated perceiving is, as we shall soon see, the very roots of technology and ritual.
Stabilization of Structures.
	This developmental interaction between neural models and the operational environment -- as we have said, an interaction involving selection of, growth of, connection and reconnection of, and stratification of hierarchy of initially neurognostic structures  -- tends to relatively stabilize the organization of somatic structures relative to particular stimuli in the operational environment.We frequently use terms introduced by C.H. Waddington.  In his terms neural models (as part of the phenotype) become relatively fixed in organization and structure, and thus produce creodes; i.e., models become regularized, recurring and predictable in cognitive content and motor response relative to the intentional object (Waddington 1957; see also Piaget 1971, 1985).  We will use "stabilized structure" here in the same sense.  It makes sense, therefore, to speak of an individual's cognized environment and its constituent models as an autopoieic system of stabilized structures adapting to its operational environment.  In other words, the nervous system constructs models from initial neurognostic structures that will then become the organizations of cells that process information about their respective objects.
	Culture, on this account, is conceived as socially patterned and stabile structures in individual cognized environments, as well as the social procedures by means of which those structures are established (Turner 1983).  The cognitive imperative to organize internal neural networks at every hierarchical level in interaction with the operational environment provides the intrinsic motivation evident in the mimicry and play of developing individuals (Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974, Laughlin and McManus 1982).  Generally speaking, the more important a particular pattern of structural development is to a society, the more the society will impose environmental conditions upon its young.
	THE SYMBOLIC FUNCTION
	The development and activity of the cognized environment is thoroughly symbolic in nature.  The symbolic function refers to the relationship between the sensory object and the neurocognitive, neuroendocrinal, neuroimmunological, and other somatic processes intended upon the object.  The symbolic function of the nervous system is that by which the whole network of models mediating the "meaning" of an object is neuro-dynamically associated with that object.  The object, whether anticipated, imagined or actual, is produced by a network of cells that provides a partial meaning (the topography or other order of the object, its constituent features and its context within the sensory field).  The object in this sense is commonly called a "symbol."  The cognitive associations intended upon the object -- that is, the conceptual, imaginal, affective, arousal, metabolic and motor networks that become configurationally linked to the conscious network formed in the dialogue between the prefrontal "subject" and the sensorial "object" -- function to extend and elaborate the meaning of the object-as-symbol for the subject.  
Evocative, Fulfilling and Expressive Modes.
	These multiple, often complex interconnections tend (during development or enculturation) to form an intentional structureThe enculturative process of developing meaning intended upon an object we have termed semiosis (see Laughlin and Stephens 1980: 332). with the sensory object being alternatively its evocator, its fulfillment and its expression.  In the evocative mode the object is first sensed and then the sensory system activates, becomes connected to, and is configured by these multiple associations -- it is literally re-cognized.  The phenomenal symbol may have been stimulated by external sensory systems, or by internal imaginal systems (as in dreams, fantasies and hallucinatory imagery). In either case, we would say that the symbol has "penetrated" its meaning -- that is, the network mediating the object has evoked a wider field of interconnections producing the "meaning" of the object (Webber and Laughlin 1979).
	In the fulfilling mode the process is reversed and the network of multiple associations "desires" or anticipates the object for its fulfillment (see Edmund Husserl's discussions of "hyle" and "filling;" see also Miller 1984: 135, Laughlin 1988c, Laughlin and Lepage 1989, Neisser 1976, Elster 1983).  Fulfillment may involve an imagined object or an object stimulated by events in the operational environment.  In the latter instance there may well be a motor component to acquiring the fulfilling object.  In other words, the individual may go seeking the desired object (Powers 1973, Arbib 1972).  We would say in this case that the symbol has "fulfilled" its meaning.  
	And in the expressive mode, being a specialization of the fulfilling mode, the intentional network selects an object that signifies its meaning for the purpose of communication in the operational environment, or between individuals' cognized environments.  If the communication is between cognized environments (whether between humans or non-human social animals), then a symbolic act would obviously involve both expression and evocation.  Thus we would say that a symbol has "expressed" its meaning.  Expressive symbols may be verbal (utilizing left lobe conceptual/language processing), or imaginal (utilizing right lobe representational processing; see Paivio 1986, TenHouten 1978-79).
	The biogenetic structuralist group has considered numerous issues relevant to the study of the symbolic function, including masquerade (Webber, Stephens and Laughlin 1983, Young-Laughlin and Laughlin 1988), the evolution of brain and symbol (Laughlin, McManus and Stephens 1981), ritual (d'Aquili 1983, d'Aquili and Laughlin 1975, d'Aquili, Laughlin and McManus 1979), myth and language (Laughlin and Stephens 1980), exchange (Laughlin 1988a), play (Laughlin and McManus 1982), technology (Laughlin and Lepage 1989), phenomenology (Laughlin 1988b, 1988c, Laughlin 1990, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990) and transpersonal experience (d'Aquili 1982, Laughlin, Chetelat and Sekar 1985, Laughlin, McManus and Webber 1984, Laughlin 1989b, Laughlin, McManus and Shearer 1983, Laughlin et al. 1986, MacDonald et al. 1988).  We consider many of the same fundamental processes to be operating at the neurocognitive level in all of these symbolic activities and among all human societies; processes many of which are operating as well in the neurophysiology of at least all higher animals.See Laughlin 1988d for a summary of neuroanthropology generally.
Evolution of the Symbolic Function.
	Yet the human brain has clearly evolved, and the symbolic function naturally enough has evolved along with it (Holloway 1981, 1983, Jerison 1985).  The symbolic function is operating during every moment of consciousness, and does so tacitly for the most part, being largely unconscious to all but the most self-aware humans.  Humans do come to cognize certain symbols as especially salient, and are potentially more aware of the role of the cognized symbol (or as we put it, the SYMBOL) in its penetrative, fulfilling and expressive modes.  Thus the red sap of a particular tree can come to be metaphorically associated with menstrual blood, sexual maturity and other notions important to a West African people (Turner 1967), or a wooden cross may evoke a powerful set of associations for a devout Christian.  SYMBOLS are typically those that evoke the most profound, ramified, socially controlled and even archetypal intentionalities available in a culture's repertoire (e.g., rituals, flags, totems, shamanic and dramatic regalia, geographical features, cosmograms, icons, etc.).  The capacity to cognize symbols as SYMBOLS seems at best rudimentary in the higher non-human animals (e.g., meat for chimpanzees in their exchange rituals; see Teleki 1973), but had apparently become quite advanced among hominids by the beginning of the Upper Paleolithic.  Entire events may be demarcated as SYMBOLIC and take the characteristic form of performance and ceremony.
	A still more evolutionarily advanced form of the symbolic function is signing.  A sign is a specialized constituent in a greater symbolic operation (e.g., lexemes are constituents of texts).  In sign systems there is a more evident specialization of meaning and hierarchical organization of embedded perceptual constituents (e.g., phonemes comprising lexemes, lexemes comprising utterances, utterances comprising conversations, etc.).  Signs also show a loss of the evolutionarily older stimulus-bound (so-called iconic) reference.  They are thus a more abstract element participating in a relatively stimulus-free contextualization of meaning.  However, in natural signing situations, such as a conversation, the telling of a myth, or the report of an event, the SYMBOLIC reference is rarely if ever lost at the highest level of intent.  The context of the sign is the patterned (grammatical) relations it forms with other signs and embedded levels of signs, but the actual lived context of the text is almost always experiential (Merleau-Ponty 1964, Tillich 1963), and frequently metaphorical (Fernandez 1986).  
	The most advanced form of symbolic activity is formal signing in which both the constituent signs and the highest level of text may be totally abstracted from stimulus reference (e.g., mathematics and formal logical structures, as well as certain types of abstract art).  Formal sign systems can establish their own contexts.

Adaptation and the Symbolic Function.
	All four levels of symbolic activity may be operating in the same social event and operating within and between the same cognized environments.  Furthermore, all four levels have adaptive consequences in both phylogenesis and ontogenesis.We are aware of the often sloppy and unexplicit use put to the concept of adaptation in much of the anthropological literature (see Bargatzky 1984).  Biogenetic structuralism now uses the term in two related senses here, that of survival of the organism and in the broader Piagetian sense of optimal cognitive to sensorial matching.  We have previously restricted our use of the term to its first and most restrictive sense (see Laughlin and Brady 1978).  The adaptive importance of the symbolic function, operating unconsciously in most individuals, has been made clear above.  Stimuli in the operational environment produce sensory objects that evoke structural associations and responses that have developed in perceptual and behavioral interaction with those stimuli.  They are knowledge about those stimuli, or more properly about phenomena.  Penetration to the greater neurocognitive field allows rapid association of total meaning from initially partial information about events in the operational environment.  Yet any set of models producing meaning about any intentional object reflects its own zone of uncertainty -- there is always a "horizon," whether it be perceptual or cognitive.  The attributes or abstract features recognized are always a subset of the total possible attributes and the meaning evoked can always be different, or more accurate, more complete, more precise, seen from a different vantage point, etc., relative to the transcendental nature of the stimulus in the operational environment, regardless of whether the stimulus originates from within the being or from the external world.
	SYMBOLIC activity may exhibit its adaptive function in more dramatic ways, and in ways that have held great interest for anthropologists.  Some forms of SYMBOLISM such as mythology are directed in part at coping with a society's consensus zone of uncertainty.  Myth typically provides an explanation for the origins of the world and society, for the relations of life and death, and for why things are the way they appear.  Myth may provide a map of significant relations among gross domains of objects and events such as animals, heavenly bodies, seasons and calamities.  Myth often provides a description of the normally unseen domains of the cosmos, multiple realities the existence of which accounts for unseen forces affecting human affairs.  And when glimpsed, experiences of these previously hidden domains are given mythical significance -- the myth providing at the same time both the context of evocation and the context of interpretation.  As we shall see, myth is commonly grounded and vivified within the context of ritual activity, activity that may at many levels bring mythical SYMBOLISM alive.
	The adaptive importance of sign systems is most evident in natural language.  Language evolved to facilitate the exchange of vicarious experience in a species whose brain had evolved to the point where it could know far more about the world than is ever present to perception.Our theory of the evolution of the brain is somewhat non-Darwinian; see our discussion of the evolutionary development of particular neural processes in Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974: Chapters 2, 3 and 4, and the consonant views noted in footnote 5.  The potential problem for a social species with such a brain is that the consciousness, awareness and experience of individual group members may diverge to the extent that group consensus reality and social action become impossible.  Interaction between individuals' cognized environments via language and other symbolic means makes possible a significant overlap in vicarious experience despite the inability of every individual to have the same history of direct experiences (Laughlin and d'Aquili 1974: Chapter 4, Chapple 1970, Count 1973, Kurland and Beckerman 1987).  It is upon a proper analysis of the mechanisms by which cognized environments become adaptively synchronized that an integration of cognitive (or subjective) and social theories becomes possible (see e.g. Burridge 1979, Henriques et al. 1984 on this issue).
	Formal sign systems (like symbolic logic, and arithmetic, geometrical and algebraic formulations) make possible the expression of abstract cognized relations about both the world and the being that are content-free (Beth and Piaget 1966).  Knowledge of essential or abstract patterns in relations may be expressed and transmitted without the necessity of concrete sensory fulfillment.  Formal signs are artifacts of abstract thought; that is, thought about the logic of ideas and relations.  Moreover, they are typically grounded in the intuitive grasp of the essential processes of consciousness itself (Husserl 1970). 
	And as we have said, all four levels of symbolic activity may be operating in the same event.  Imagine, if you will, a lecture being given by a professor on the topic of quantum physics.  You are a student in the class and while you are attending the highly abstract, mathematical material on the board (formal signing), your brain is simultaneously tracking visual and somaesthetic cues in the environment for change (symbolic activity), you are relating to the professor and your classmates in part as an interaction between social statuses (SYMBOLIC activity), and the professor and you are communicating in natural language (signing, perhaps replete with metaphoric allusions) to better enable an understanding of the formulae on the board.
RITUAL: THE TECHNOLOGY OF COORDINATION
	We wish now to apply the general ideas summarized above to an explanation of human ritual activity.  But in order to do so, we must take pains to avoid the erroneous and even solipsistic view that the symbolic function is entirely internal to the nervous system, or consciousness, and that it does not involve activity in the world.  For the symbolic function does indeed evidence an interactive aspect between the cognized and operational environments.  The intentional processes of the human brain organize not only sensorial events, but also behavior.  Thus it is quite easy to show that the symbolic function may include a technological component.
Technology and the Artifacts of Knowledge.
	Biogenetic structural theory holds that technology is essentially a symbolic process involving both activity in the operational environment ("praxis," or physiological fulfillment and expression) and feedback about the effects of such activity upon the operational environment (physiological evocation; Laughlin and Lepage 1989).  Our view of technology here is somewhat phenomenological.  As Martin Heidegger (1977; see also Ellul 1980, Ihde 1983) has pointed out, restricting our understanding of the concept "technology" to tools, tool-use (as, for example, Beck 1980 does), or even practical, tool-like rituals, will result in our failing to get at the full essence of technology.  This essence has to do with the relationship between the respective organizations of the cognized and operational environments -- the latter including both the being producing the cognized environment and that being's world.  Both the being and the outer operational environment have co-evolved, and the relations between them have evolved as well.
	This co-evolution is evidenced in artifacts that are the material transformations of the external operational environment used to open up, control, exploit, fertilize and otherwise extend the explorations and adaptations possible by the unaided motor and sensory facilities of the human body.  These material transformations (tools, instruments, masks, regalia, icons, etc.) are understood to be artifacts of knowledge (Laughlin and Lepage 1989), products of the material fulfillment and expression of the cognized environments of individuals in various societies and at various stages in hominid evolution.  
	In the fulfilling mode an artifact may facilitate the occurrence of desired sensory events; e.g., a spear brings down a deer in the outer operational environment, a crystal is used as a meditation device to evoke divinatory visions of the future.  In the expressive mode an artifact may operate as a SYMBOL; e.g., a signal flag is used to send a message, a painting is used to express a state of mind.  The same artifact may, of course, operate in both modes simultaneously; e.g., a physician's stethoscope may fulfill the physician's desire to hear the heartbeat, and be an expressive SYMBOL of the physician's status for the patient.  And in every case there is an evocative mode to the interaction in that the artifact is perceived and is meaningful prior to and during its use.  It is this technological interaction between the cognized and operational environments (both internal and external) that is facilitated and expressed by material transformations in the external operational environment -- transformations that we normally refer to as technology.  
Ritual As Technique.
	This technological interaction between the cognized and operational environments commonly involves activities that become formalizedWe prefer the term "formalize" to the more ambiguous term "ritualize" to label the evolutionary specialization of behavior for communicative functions among animals (see Smith in d'Aquili et al. 1979). to not only effect transformations in the operational environment, but also to communicate SYMBOLICALLY between the cognized environments of individuals, and between different components and somatic subsystems within a single individual.  Ritual is a special case of formalized behavior (d'Aquili et al. 1979: 29, Laughlin and McManus 1982) that usually involves group members in a reciprocal performance that is highly structured, repetitive, and stereotyped, and results in the coordination of the behavior, perception, cognition, and experience of individual group members relative to some social goal or purpose.  Ritual is the word we use to label the complex extreme of the continuum of formalized behavior among animals (see also Chapple and Coon 1942: 398, Chapple 1970).  Ritual among human beings becomes exceedingly complex and may incorporate multiple layers of embedded SYMBOLISM and activities that may be structured sequentially over long durations of time (e.g., rites of passage over the course of life, pilgrimages, annual ceremonial cycles, etc.).  
	As we have reasoned elsewhere (d'Aquili et al. 1979: 28), ritual effects two types of coordinations among participants.  Coordinations occur within the being of participants, and between participants.  Internal coordinations effect the neural interconnections producing the individual cognized environment.  Ritual SYMBOLISM may orient individual intentional processes (including action, affect, cognition, etc.) toward socially important ends.  Points of transformation, such as life crises, may be demarcated and managed in ritual ways (van Gennep 1960).  Ritual techniques may be used to effect the internal state of the individual, often the goal of healing ritual (Dow 1986, Young 1982).
	External coordinations effect the synchronization (Chapple 1970) of social action.  Ritual methods may be applied to effect the course of events, or to remedy perceived imbalances in the cosmos.  They may also be used to evoke transpersonal experiences upon which the continued vitality of the society's cosmology depends (Laughlin 1989b).  Spontaneous SYMBOLISM occurring as a consequence of ritual activities in alternative phases of consciousness (see Laughlin et al. 1986), such as in dreams or visions during drug trips, may be publicly interpreted by shamans in such a way as to forward socially useful purposes (e.g., as a portend of life's occupation, resolution of psychodynamic conflict, divination of future warfare or deprivation).
	This technological aspect of human ritual activity is certainly acknowledged in some anthropological theory.  For example, A.F.C. Wallace in his textbook, Religion: An Anthropological View, notes:
Technological rituals are rituals intended to control various aspects of nature, other than man himself, for the purpose of human exploitation.  There are two obvious and ubiquitous kinds of technological ritual: divination and hunting and agricultural rites of intensification.  Ritual that aims to extract useful information from nature is called divination.  Ritual that purports directly or indirectly to control the availability and fertility of game..., of flocks and herds, or of wild and cultivated vegetable crops is called rites of intensification.  We may also add a third category: protective rituals, intended to prevent or avoid a diversity of ills or disasters... .
		(1966: 107-108)
Ritual and the Epistemic Process.
	Yet even in Wallace's analysis we see a slight bias in favor of external coordination to practical ends, without perhaps a full appreciation of the importance of ritual in effecting internal coordinations; that is, ritual as evocator of the neural and other somatic organizations producing alternative phases of consciousness.  As such, the role of ritual is fundamental to the social manipulation of experience, and knowledge about the self and world grounded upon experience (see Grimes 1982, Schechner 1985, Turner 1982, Turner and Bruner 1986, Laughlin 1989b, Laughlin et al. 1986, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990).
	We have seen that the epistemic processBy "epistemic process" we mean the general process by which we come to know what we claim to know (Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990: Chapter Twelve).  We use this term in much the same sense as Piaget (1971, 1985) uses epistemology. is, and can only be, a property of the organization of the nervous system.  As such it involves neurognostic structures that develop and are modified via the EMC, the latter being fundamentally a symbolic process and one that sometimes incorporates a technological component.  This means that there is no knowing apart from neurocognitive processes, and thus no knowing separable from an evolutionary and developmental frame.  The human nervous system did not evolve as an empirical tabula rasa which passively records objective and veridical information about the operational environment, but rather as a community of cells that actively organizes itself into adaptively functioning models of the world.
	The relative veridicality of these models depends upon a continuous EMC dialogue between developing models and a constantly changing and unfolding operational environment.  And the dialogue between developing models and the world is commonly and socially modulated by ritually structuring the context of experience (Laughlin and McManus 1982).  For example, in traditional Buddhist meditation practice, the initiate may be instructed to sit or walk in a particular posture and in a particular surrounding, and to concentrate upon a particular object (a question, the figure of a deity, the breath, a patch of light, an incantation, etc.).  Such a procedure commonly produces a profound state of alert relaxation in which numerous novel experiences may arise.  At regular intervals the initiate may go before the master and report his or her experiences and may be given an interpretation and perhaps new instructions.  All of this is both very simple and very formal in its organization.  The initiate is told what to do, does it, reports any experiences that arise, and these are interpreted in terms made comprehensible for the initiate by Buddhist text and tradition.
Ritual and the Cycle of Meaning.
	Individuals dwelling in most societies are enculturated to understand themselves, their society and their world within a cosmological frame of reference.  Experience, and the interpretation of experience, are constituted in part by a system of knowledge within which all elements and relations are meaningfully integrated as a unity.  Cosmologies are not merely a set of propositions about the self and the world  derived as a product of ratiocination.  Rather, cosmologies are part of a dynamic interplay among many variables comprising what we term the cycle of meaning, a set of feedback loops that relate social knowledge and individual experience, and SYMBOL and interpretation. 
	A society's cosmology is actually a system of ideas and images, conceptual memories and anticipations, feelings and activities, and this system is informed from a body of knowledge socially shared and enculturated within the individual during development.  Many of these elements refer to, or depict hidden aspects of the cosmos that are beyond the boundaries of ordinary experience, and yet may be considered to be very important to the harmony and wellbeing of the society and its world (Cove 1987).  The really salient features of this system of knowledge are publicly expressed through the society's mythopoea -- a term that refers collectively to all the myth, ceremonial ritual, art, drama, dream interpretation, text, and other SYMBOLIC materials expressing a society's comprehension of the operational environment.  Mythopoeic material is often portrayed in such a way that the expression invites active individual participation in the portrayal.  Participation by an individual enhances the cortical intentionality oriented upon salient SYMBOLISM, and thus sets the stage for penetration by the SYMBOLISM as sensorial objects into the field of neural models, thus evoking knowledge and experiences that become the meaning of the SYMBOLISM for the individual (Webber and Laughlin 1979, Webber et al. 1983, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990).  
	The knowledge and experiences arising as a consequence of participation in the society's mythopoea are often about the normally hidden aspects of the cosmos, and their acquisition by the individual is rarely left to happenstance.  Rather, understanding is conditioned via an interpretive phase.  Interpretation of experience by shamans, priests, texts or other agents of culture are commonly couched in terms of the cosmology.  Thus the experiences arising as a consequence of penetration by SYMBOLISM become understood as verifying and vivifying the society's cosmology.  In societies having intact cycles of meaning, the cosmology is a living reality, verified in one way or another by everybody's experience, and perhaps amplified via the vicarious experiential reports of shamans.  
	By means of SYMBOLISM and ritual techniques, the cosmology "comes alive" in the sensory systems of individuals and leads to experiences that are interpreted in such a way as to authenticate the received view of reality.  Thus, as Grimes (1982: 43, 111) notes, such rituals should be considered fully "liturgical" and can only be understood within the context of a complete cycle of meaning.  As our epigraph by Victor Turner suggests, and as biogenetic structuralism has given ample evidence (d'Aquili 1982, 1983, Laughlin 1988a, 1989b, Laughlin, McManus and d'Aquili 1990, Laughlin et al. 1986, MacDonald et al. 1988, Young-Laughlin and Laughlin 1988), ritual intended to evoke transpersonal, cosmological experiences in participants cannot be understood apart from those experiences.  This stricture is valid even if the rituals themselves are common (say, annual Sun Dance ceremonies) and the experiences intended by them relatively infrequent, or rare (direct realization of Buffalo).  
	The ethnographic reports of a number of anthropologists suggest that for many, if not most societies, there exist multiple layers of interpretation, each with their appropriate initiation procedures, experiences, understandings, and variant cosmological accounts.See Barth 1975 for the Baktaman of New Guinea, Peters 1982 for the Tamang shamans of Nepal, Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971 for the Tukano of Amazonia, Griaule 1965 for the Dogon of Africa, Jorgensen 1980 for the Telefolmin of Papua New Guinea, Beyer 1973 and Given 1986 among the Tibetan lamas.  These systems may even be organized as layered and embedded secret societies after the fashion of the masonic degrees.  In many ethnographic cases, it seems to be a matter of style whether we characterize the society as having multiple cosmologies, or multiple variations of but one cosmology.  The elders and shamans themselves may consider one variation to be closer to the truth than others, but usually even the "true" variation is but a symbolic replica of the intuitive grasp of the cosmos realized by practitioners as a consequence of liturgical ritual (see e.g., Griaule 1965).
Penetration: Moving from Ritual SYMBOLISM to the Brain.
	Bringing the cosmology alive may require a significant alteration of the normal structuralization of conscious network and the moment-by-moment consciousness it produces.  Within the overall intentional framework of neurocognitive structure, there are three sets of neurological, neuroendocrinological and neuroimmunological relations that are known to be involved in one form of ritual or another and that in part influence the type of experience arising as a consequence of SYMBOLIC penetration and ritual techniques.  
	The first of these relations is intentionality per se; that is, the polar dialogue between prefrontal and sensorial cortex noted above that is responsible for ordering many of the functions of the nervous system and body upon the object of perception.  By controlling the context of perception, ritual in all of its various forms from simple conditioned responses to full blown ceremonies and pilgrimages operates to control the intentional processes of the individual and thus which objects of perception are attended, how they are attended, what they mean and how they are interpreted.  Conscious network is brought to bear upon the appropriate objects that then penetrate to their cognitive and other associations and "take on meaning," much of which is already in place due to neurocognitive associations enculturated before the ritual enactment.  This is the essence of the cognitive imperative, that whatever arises as the object of intentionality must be known.  Controlling perception and the context of perception goes a long way in controlling the organization of conscious network, and the meaning that develops about the objects as SYMBOLS.
	The second relation that commonly comes into play is the dialogue between the complementary and asymmetrical functions of the two cerebral hemispheres of the brain.  The left hemisphere in most people is known to specialize in serial planning, analytic thought and language-related functions.  The right hemisphere seems to specialize in holistic thought, gestalt spatial relations and imagination (especially image-emotional associations; see d'Aquili 1982, 1983, Paivio 1986).  The use of eidetic imagery in the initiation of shamans is cross-culturally ubiquitous (Noll 1985).  Some imagery is transmitted via verbal instructions or texts, thus utilizing both left hemisphere linguistic and right hemisphere imaginal functions.  This is accomplished through the facility of so-called "cross-modal transfer;" i.e., the evocation of sensory objects in one sensory mode (say visual) by stimuli presented in another sensory mode (say auditory).  It is not uncommon for a system of initiation to manifest an alternation between imaginal and conceptual material.  A good example of this is to be found in Tibetan Vajrayana where initiation into any meditation requires a mandatory combination of a ritual performance (the wang kur) and the reading of a text (the lung).  This is the same pattern found among the physical sciences where training incorporates an alternation between lectures and highly ritualized laboratory procedures (see Rubinstein, Laughlin and McManus 1984: Chapter 8).
	The third relation is between hierarchical levels of cortical and subcortical neurological, endocrinological and immunological systems.  Relations among all levels of the nervous system are, of course, reciprocal.  Neurological events may be initiated from lower ("bottom up") or higher ("top down") levels in the system.  Events initiated at whatever level are translated into the mode of functioning of target systems in a causal chain we term homeomorphogenesis."Homeomorphogenesis" is our own neologism which literally means an isomorphic change of form.  The term is intended to refer to the changes of state occurring in one subsystem produced by a change of state of another system.  Thus chemical secretions into the bloodstream by leukocytes may eventually produce activity in the visual cortex mediating images, and visa versa.
  For example, evidence being accrued by the new field of psychoneuroimmunology (Ader 1980, Ganong 1986) suggests that concentration upon certain types of eidetic imagery may produce enhanced immunological activity at the site of lesions (top down homeomorphogenesis).  The diametric relation may occur in which a disease or lesion may produce, say, dream imagery in which the dream ego is being attacked or a house being invaded by shadowy or demonic figures (bottom up homeomorphogenesis).  Activation of certain types of SYMBOLISM may excite the production of endorphins and enkephalins that decrease or eliminate pain and anxiety (Prince 1982).  And intense meditation (Davidson 1976, Fischer 1971) upon different types of SYMBOLS may effect the balance of autonomic nervous system functions producing either heightened relaxation (Benson et al. 1974) or excitation (Antonovsky 1979) of somatic systems (see also Csikszentmahalyi and Csikszentmahalyi 1988).
Driving the Nervous System.
	Ritual may incorporate elements that drive any or all of these three types of relations, particularly those rituals that are devoted to either altering the phase of consciousness of, or healing the suffering of the participants (Laughlin et al. 1986, Young 1982, Winkelman 1986).  Otherwise familiar objects may appear in unusual contexts and invite extraordinary attention and intention (e.g., rites of reversal where males dress as females, the cross in the context of the Mass), or objects only seen in ceremonial circumstances may be publicly displayed (e.g., the Karmapa, head of one of the four schools of Tibetan Vajrayana Buddhism, dons his Black Hat during an initiation).  
	The ritual may be rich in SYMBOLISM, thus inviting intensified right hemisphere processing, either in a trance phase during the ritual, or in dream phases at a later time (e.g., participants are dressed in masks and other regalia, the ritual is performed in a temple or ceremonial house festooned with sacred objects).  The alternative reality depicted in ritual performance may thus "come alive" in individual experience and in the intuitive grasp of cosmic and psychic relations.  On the other hand, ritual responses to situations perceived to be threatening may operate to block a maladaptive decrement in the complexity of left hemisphere conceptual processing below a basal and concrete level.  That is, as intense emotion (especially fear) may have the effect of producing over-simplification of both perception and thought, ritual may act as a buffer producing the perception of effective action and, thus, the reduction or elimination of intense emotion (McManus in d'Aquili et al. 1979: Chapter Seven).  
	And, techniques such as dancing, drumming, chanting, ingestion of psychotropic substances, fasting, loss of sleep, intense concentration, and painful or stressful ordeals may be incorporated into the ritual which then drive the autonomic, endocrine or immune systems (Lex in d'Aquili et al. 1979: Chapter Four, Gellhorn and Kiely 1972, Laughlin et al. 1986, Bourguignon 1973, 1976).  The first two types of driving work, as it were, from the top down, and the third from the bottom up.  A Tibetan initiation ceremony incorporates all three types of drivers.  The ceremony (wang kur) is typically carried out inside a temple (the walls and ceilings and floors are often covered with colorful SYMBOLISM) where the lama, perhaps in ceremonial regalia, carries out a series of ritual acts and incantations that invite the initiates to chant, make rhythmic instrumental music, and concentrate upon eidetic images.  The intent of the ceremony is to transmit the procedures by means of which the initiate may transform their own consciousness into the phase of consciousness that is the essential meaning of the deity-as-SYMBOL.
CONCLUSION: RITUAL AND THE ZONE OF UNCERTAINTY
	We do not wish to imply that all ritual is geared to producing dramatic transformations of consciousness (see Grimes 1982, d'Aquili, Laughlin and McManus 1979, Wallace 1966 for a flavor of the full range of human ritual behavior) -- it just happens that such rituals are of special interest to this author.  However, we do claim that virtually all ceremonial ritual does at least operate to control perception in the technological sense discussed earlier; that is, ritual is formalized activity the intent of which is to cause transformations in the inner or outer operational environments.  And, technically speaking, no transformation in the outer world can occur without producing a transformation (i.e., a re-structuralization) in the being, even if that inner transformation is no more dramatic than a change of state in the perceptual system.  Paraphrasing an old adage a bit, not only must a ritual be effective, it must be perceived to be effective by the participants.
	But much of human ritual goes way beyond mere practicalities.  It is intricately involved in a group's collective epistemic process.  Rituals -- particularly dramaturgical rituals (see Tillich 1963, Grimes 1982, Schechner 1985, Turner 1982, Turner and Bruner 1986) -- are activities in the world that reveal the normally hidden attributes and dimensions of the operational environment.  They address the limits of our zone of uncertainty as we are confronted by direct, experiential evidence of the essentially transcendental quality of our being and our world.  Awareness of the perpetual existence of our zone of uncertainty is a pivotal intuition immediately apparent to anyone in any society who is prepared to reflect upon experience and the limits of experience.  The mysteries of death, pestilence, catastrophe, change, fertility, birth, growth, origin, failed expectations, and the like loom large in the questions addressed by cosmologies everywhere.  The answers to these questions of "ultimate concern" (Tillich 1963) are commonly couched in SYMBOLIC terms that represent the hidden forces of the cosmos, forces that may come alive in the experience of individuals during the course of, or as a consequence of ritual.  These forces may have to be revealed so as to adjust their order and reestablish the natural harmony of cosmos, society and being.  Part of the reestablishment of harmony will entail a shared perception of that adjustment.  And the principal mechanism for assuring this shared perception is ritual.
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